Responsibilities of Fraternal Organizations

The Greeks Realizing Our Worth (GROW) Five Star Enhancement Program

Mission

The GROW Program is designed to set standards for all fraternal organizations at Morehouse College. This initiative will assist Greek and Social Fellowship chapters in enhancing the development of the organizations and its members to reach their fullest potential.

The Results

The intended outcomes of this enhancement program are improved Greek and Social Fellowship organizations and members on campus that embody the five elements of the star: Academic Excellence, Citizenship, Campus Involvement, Membership Development, and Chapter Development.

Members and organizations will have an opportunity to be recognized for their outstanding achievements throughout the academic year during the Morehouse College Live Awards. At that time, chapters reaching Five Stars of excellence will be considered for the Chapter of the Year Award.

The Five Stars

The following standards will be evaluated throughout the year: Academic Excellence, Citizenship, Campus Involvement, Membership Development, and Chapter Development.

Based on the number of objectives each chapter is expected to meet, star status will be determined accordingly:

- ★ 90% of objectives met (225/235) = Five Star Status ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Excellent
- ★ 80% of objectives met (190/235) = Four Star Status ★ ★ ★ ★ Good
- ★ 70% of objectives met (165/235) = Three Star Status ★ ★ ★ Average
- ★ 60% of objectives met (140/235) = Two Star Status ★ ★ Below Average
- ★ 50% of objectives met (120/235) = One Star Status ★ Poor
- ★ Less than 50% of objectives met will result in immediate review of chapter’s status

Chapters will not be able to maintain the status quo. The purpose of the GROW program is to develop the organizations currently on campus and strengthen the Greek and Social Fellowship community by welcoming new chapter initiatives and members. Every chapter should strive to be a Five Star chapter and enhance the leadership among the members. Chapters at or below a three star status will undergo a review by the Office of Student Life.
Programming will take place throughout the academic year. There are specific requirements per semester. Deadlines will be communicated via a meeting or email.